MAKE IT YOURS

TOOLING DEGREES

Plain

1/8 Tool

1/4 Tool
(double skirt saddles only)

1/2 Tool

1/2 Tool
Overlay Seat and Fenders

5/8 Tool
(double skirt saddles only)

3/4 Tool
(smooth out saddles only)

7/8 Tool

7/8 Tool
Overlay Seat

Full Tool
MAKE IT YOURS

FLORAL TOOLING PATTERNS

Also available in Floral/Geometric Combo

Acorn Oak

Alpine Flower
MAKE IT YOURS

FLORAL TOOLING PATTERNS

Also available in Floral/Geometric Combo

Desert Flower

Mountain Daisy
MAKE IT YOURS

FLORAL TOOLING PATTERNS

Also available in Floral/Geometric Combo

Prairie Flower

Rose
MAKE IT YOURS

FLORAL TOOLING PATTERNS

Also available in Floral/Geometric Combo

Spring Flower

Sunflower
MAKE IT YOURS

FLORAL TOOLING PATTERNS

Also available in Floral/Geometric Combo

Wyoming Flower

Acorn Oak / Wyoming Flower
MAKE IT YOURS

FLORAL TOOLING PATTERNS

Also available in Floral/Geometric Combo

Small Acorn Oak / Small Mountain Daisy
MAKE IT YOURS

GEOMETRIC TOOLING PATTERNS

Also available in Floral/Geometric Combo

Basket

Martin Basket

Mini Basket

Snowflake
MAKE IT YOURS

GEOMETRIC TOOLING PATTERNS

Also available in Floral/Geometric Combo

Spider

Twisted Wire
(not available as combo)

Waffle

Floral/Geometric Combo Example
(shown: Mountain Daisy / Spider)
MAKE IT YOURS

GEOMETRIC TOOLING PATTERNS

Also available in Floral/Geometric Combo

Coarse Weave

Quilt Stamp

Boombox
MAKE IT YOURS

BORDERS

Available as Single, Double or Triple

Camo
Barbwire

Snake
Stars

Running Leaf
(matches flower leaves - Rose shown)

Rope
San Carlos

Woven Rope
Light Painted Buckstitch

Corkscrew
Dark Painted Buckstitch

Ring
Scroll

Double Border Example
(Shown: Ring / Barbwire)

Triple Border Example
(Shown: San Carlos / Painted Buckstitch / San Carlos)
MAKE IT YOURS

FINISHES

Dark Framed

Floral Overlay

Mahogany

Smoke Antique

Weathered

Weathered Antique
**NOTE:** Suede Purple, Fuchsia, Pink, Red, and Turquoise are available only on Barrel Racer and All-Around Saddles
MAKE IT YOURS

SEAT STYLES

Caymon Croc Black
Caymon Croc Saddle Tan
Caymon Croc Brown
Caymon Croc Bronze Chocolate
Stingray

Cape Buffalo Grey
Cape Buffalo Blue
Cape Buffalo Tan Safari
Cape Buffalo Congnac
Cape Buffalo Antique

Bison Black
Bison Chocolate
Bison Peanut
Bison Tan
Elephant Black
MAKE IT YOURS

SEAT STYLES

Elephant Chocolate  Elephant Bark  Elephant Antique Saddle Tan  Elephant Havannah  Elephant Honey Tip

Elephant Sand  Elephant Safari Pink  Elephant Turquoise